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ABSTRACT

The common European ICT sector vision for 5G is that it should leverage on the strengths of both optical and wireless

technologies. In the 5G context, a wide spectra of radio access technologies – such as millimetre wave transmission,

massive MIMO, and new waveforms – demand for high capacity, highly flexible and convergent transport networks. As

the requirements imposed on future 5G networks rise, so do the challenges in the transport network. Hence, 5G-XHaul

proposes a converged optical and wireless transport network solution with a unified control plane based on software

defined networking. This solution is able to support the flexible backhaul and fronthaul – X-Haul – options required to

tackle the future challenges imposed by 5G radio access technologies. 5G-XHaul studies the trade-offs involving fully

or partially converged backhaul and fronthaul functions, with the aim of maximising the associated sharing benefits,

improving efficiency in resource utilisation, and providing measurable benefits in terms of overall cost, scalability and

sustainability. Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Future wireless access will extend beyond people,

supporting connectivity for any element that may benefit

from being connected, thus, facilitating concepts like the

Internet of Things (IoT) and machine-to-machine (M2M)

communication. The key motivation for 5G is to provide

ubiquitous, high-speed, high-quality wireless broadband

coverage to meet societal and industrial needs beyond

2020. To guarantee that networks will be able to cope with

the heterogeneous landscape of future services, different

fora like the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership

(5G-PPP), the ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R),

and the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) are

working on the definition of performance targets for 5G

systems [1].

The considered use cases for 5G [2] [3] are very

diverse in terms of capacity and quality of service (QoS)

requirements, such as latency, jitter, bit error rate (BER),

and device density. This heterogeneity will lead to multiple

types of radio access technologies (RATs) coexisting in the

context of 5G, and that different types of services will be

addressed by different RATs.

Contrary to the current network architecture that uses

a relatively monolithic network and transport framework

to accommodate a variety of services, the Radio Access

Network (RAN) in 5G will become more heterogeneous

and will require flexible topologies and improved transport

network performance. Providing a dedicated network for

each of these technologies or applications is very complex

and not cost effective. A possible solution to this problem

would be to use network slicing – a novel architectural

concept – to support end-to-end (e2e) network slices in

the RAN, mobile fronthaul(FH)/backhaul(BH), and core

network (CN). In order to support network slicing in

the mobile transport network, dynamic network resource

management and sharing will be necessary, which requires

an integrated mobile transport network, including the

mobile FH and BH.

Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 1
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In view of this, the 5G-PPP project 5G-XHaul aims

at developing a transport network able to provide

transport services on demand, seen as a generic data

forwarding public resource, where every terminal can

directly communicate with any other. This involves the

development of a suitable flexible and dynamic data plane,

based on the integration of optical and wireless network

technologies, that is controlled by a unified control plane.

Current transport networks, especially those for FH,

have to fulfill stringent requirements in terms of data rates,

latency and/or synchronisation. The introduction of new

RAN technologies is expected to have a major impact on

the transport network, including:

• The optimal functional split of processing functions

executed locally at the central unit (CU) or

remotely, e.g. Remote Unit (RU); also known

as Baseband unit (BBU) and Remote Radio

Head (RRH), respectively, in the Common Public

Radio Interface (CPRI). It comprises a key

architectural issue, aiming at relaxing the stringent

requirements for transport capacity, delay and

synchronisation and depends on the transport

network characteristics, the network topology and

scale, the type and volume of services to be

supported. These functional splits will be further

discussed in Section 3.1.1.

• The introduction of higher carrier frequencies in

the 5G RAN, such as centimetre wave (cmWave)

and millimetre wave (mmWave) in licensed and

unlicensed bands which will enable higher data

bandwidths and capacity at the expense of higher

path losses. The wide bandwidths on the air

interface will also require higher capacities in

the transport network and potentially an even

stricter synchronisation. The increase in the number

of antennas, including Massive MIMO, will also

require higher capacities in the transport network.

• The plurality of RAN technologies under discussion

in the context of 5G, such as higher order modu-

lation schemes, new waveforms and technologies

for the support of improved latency and resilience,

and a large variety of use cases and machine type

communications (MTCs). These new use cases will

have to be reflected in the transport network as well,

i.e. by providing low latency or high reliability.

In this context, convergence of wireless and optical

communications appears to be a strong candidate to fulfill

the stringent requirements imposed by the RAN and new

RATs. The main goal of the 5G-XHaul project is to develop

a novel converged optical/wireless architecture and a

suitable network management solution for supporting

mobile scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.

Section 2 describes the different layers of the 5G-XHaul

architecture. Section 3 presents the key benefits of the

proposed converged transport network along with the

enabling technologies, interfaces and control management

methods. Section 4 highlights the 5G-XHaul intentions

to contribute to standardisation bodies and sketch the

expected impact. Finally, the conclusions are presented in

Section 5.

2. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

5G-XHaul proposes a converged optical/wireless 5G

network infrastructure interconnecting computational

resources with fixed and mobile users to support both

operational network – Cloud RAN (C-RAN) – and

end-user computational services, adopting the concept of

cloud computing. A layered architecture, inspired by the

ETSI Network Function Virtualization (NFV) standard

[4], and the SDN reference architecture [5], are considered

to effectively and efficiently provision both end-user and

operational services over the proposed infrastructure.

5G-XHaul will adopt a holistic view considering jointly

mobile FH and BH functions to ensure appropriate

allocation of the required resources across all domains.

Its objective is twofold: to minimise the operational

expenditure (OPEX) of the FH in terms of power

consumption and capital expenditure (CAPEX) under the

associated strict delay constraints, and to minimise the total

e2e service delay in the BH.

Examples of features that enable these benefits include

the option to virtualise the separate control plane, using

NFV and deploy Virtual Network Functions (VNFs).

These are controlled by the SDN controller, to allow on

demand resource allocation, able to support dynamically

changing workloads [6]. SDN network elements can

be treated as VNFs, since they can be implemented

as software running on general-purpose platforms in

virtualised environments. Both SDN and non-SDN models

can be supported by SDN network elements. On the

other hand, network applications can include SDN

controller functions, or interact with SDN controllers

and can themselves provide VNFs. Service Chaining

(SC), supporting orchestrated service provisioning over

heterogeneous environments, is considered to be one

possible network application. Network elements controlled

by SDN controllers can provide either VNFs or Physical

Network Functions (PNFs).

Taking advantage of the SDN concept and the

benefits of cross-technology virtualisation, 5G-XHaul

proposes an overarching layered architecture able to

efficiently and effectively support 5G services [7],

presented in Figure 1. The 5G-XHaul infrastructure, in

accordance to the 5G vision, exhibits a great degree

of heterogeneity in terms of technologies. To address

the challenge of managing and operating this type

of complex heterogeneous infrastructure in an efficient

manner, 5G-XHaul proposes the adoption of SDN and

NFV that will be seamlessly integrated. In SDN, the

control plane is decoupled from the data plane and

is managed by a logically centralised controller that

has a holistic view of the network [8]. At the same

2 Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2016; 00:1–8 c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. The overarching architecture supporting functional split processing [7].

time, NFV enables the execution of network functions

on commodity hardware (general-purpose servers) by

leveraging software virtualisation techniques [8]. Through

joint SDN and NFV consideration, significant benefits can

be achieved, associated with flexible, dynamic and efficient

use of the infrastructure resources, simplification of the

infrastructure and its management, increased scalability

and sustainability as well as provisioning of orchestrated

e2e services.

This layered architecture includes a Physical Infrastruc-

ture (PI) layer that comprises a converged optical/wireless

transport network able to interconnect RUs, end-users and

computing resources. The wireless access part includes

dynamically programmable, high capacity, low latency,

point-to-multipoint (P2MP) mmWave transceivers, coop-

erating with Sub-6 GHz systems. The optical transport

relies on a hybrid Wavelength Division Multiplexing

(WDM) passive optical network (PON) and active optical

network solutions able to handle elastic sub-wavelength

switching granularities.

The PI will be managed by the Infrastructure

Management layer (IML) responsible for the management

of the different technology domains and the creation of

virtual and PI slices comprising heterogeneous resources.

These infrastructure slices will enable virtual operator

models providing both FH and BH services. The IML

will communicate with the various network and compute

controllers that are responsible for retrieving information

and communicating with the individual domains. Once

the information has been collected, the resources are

abstracted and virtualised. From the architectural and

functional perspective, the infrastructure management

layer addresses all virtualisation associated functions

as well as the virtual resource management functions.

Management of traditional non-virtualised PIs can be also

supported.

Cross-domain orchestration of the virtual and physical

infrastructures created and exposed by the IML to the

higher layers, will be carried out by a control layer.

This layer needs to implement converged control and

management procedures for dynamic and automated

provisioning of e2e connectivity services according to

specific QoS considerations.

Finally, a Management and Service Orchestration

layer responsible for the converged orchestration of

end user services is needed. This can be used for

the composition and delivery of multi-tenant chains

of virtualised network functions. In addition, it can

perform resource orchestration through NFV resources

across multiple Virtual Infrastructure Managers (VIMs)

and include lifecycle management of Network Services,

supporting Network Service Orchestration functions.

Service Orchestration layer related activities are out of

scope of the 5G-XHaul project.

3. 5G-XHAUL DEVELOPMENT FOCUS

5G-XHaul is defining a converged wireless and optical

transport network offering a converged datapath to an

SDN-based control plane.

3.1. 5G-XHaul Data Plane Overview

One of the first steps to understand the nature of the

envisioned 5G transport network has been so far to work

on analysing the diverse functional splits from the RAN

perspective. This means identifying the optimal ways to

Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2016; 00:1–8 c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 3
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split a RAN processing chain in a Remote Unit (RU)

and a Centralised Unit (CU), and studying the trade-offs

of placing these RUs/CUs in distributed or centralised

locations [9]. The 5G-XHaul transport network consists of

an heterogeneous data plane involving advanced wireless

and optical network technologies and designed for coping

with the requirements imposed by the RAN.

3.1.1. Functional splits and Transport Classes

As mentioned in the introduction, new 5G RAN

technologies such as mmWave or Massive MIMO will

greatly increase the requirements on FH networks.

However, a full centralisation of baseband processing

might not be beneficial in all scenarios or for all air

interface technologies. Hence, different functional splits

(i.e., the allocation of baseband functionality to either RUs

or CUs [9][10]) could be employed in 5G networks to

enable a high degree of centralisation where it promises

benefits, but using a transport network with much less

stringent requirements in other scenarios in order to

reduce costs. These functional splits blur the difference

between traditional FH and BH network, which motivates

one key concept of 5G-XHaul, the converged transport

network. The converged transport network unifies the FH

and BH equipment and, hence, reduce deployment as

well as operational and maintenance cost. As each of the

functional splits imposes a different set of requirements on

the transport network, 5G-XHaul has introduced the notion

of transport classes (TCs) [11][12]. These TCs would be

used to identify traffic corresponding to different sets of

requirements in order to facilitate, e.g., a prioritisation of

processing with a low overhead in the transport network.

5G-XHaul focuses on three functional splits, illustrated

in Figure 2. Split A basically corresponds to a full

centralisation as utilised by the CPRI standard, which

is used in most of today’s C-RAN deployments. The

only difference to CPRI is that antenna mapping is

performed decentralised, to enable large antenna arrays

for beamforming (BF) without having to transport a

separate stream for each antenna element. Otherwise, all

processing is centralised and I/Q samples are forwarded

between CU and RU. However, this comes at the price

of the aforementioned stringent requirements in terms

of data rate, latency, and synchronisation. One dominant

disadvantage of CPRI is that the FH data rate is constant

and independent of the actual load of the cell.

Split B utilises decentralised resource mapping.

Thereby, most PHY processing can still be performed

centrally, but only actually utilised resource blocks need

to be forwarded on the transport network. This can greatly

reduce the capacity to be deployed in the aggregation

segment of transport networks [11][12], and is mostly in

line with the Next Generation Fronthaul Interface (NGFI)

currently under investigation [13].

Splits A and B require synchronisation in order to

align samples, hence a transport class was introduced

for synchronisation services as mentioned above. As the

most stringent delay requirement in CPRI arises from
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Figure 2. Functional splits options investigated by 5G-XHaul.

the hybrid automated repeat request (HARQ) scheme,

split C decentralizes all processing up to and including

HARQ. Thereby, the HARQ delay requirement for the

FH network is removed, allowing for greater distances

between RUs and CUs or allowing for additional latency

contributions by transport nodes such as routers or

switches. However, this disables the option for centralised

PHY-layer processing, and hence centralisation gains

can only come from technologies such as centralised

scheduling or overall network management. In terms

of overall transport requirements this split is similar to

traditional BH. As a final remark, it is worth noting that

a particular split is better suited for a certain scenario than

for all, but it is expected that multiple splits will coexist

within the same 5G network [11].

As an output of this analysis, 5G-XHaul is proposing

a set of TCs as a foundation of 5G transport. These TCs

have been identified for: a) TC0: synchronisation traffic,

b) TC1: transport of I/Q samples/tactile internet traffic, c)

TC2: packet-based FH with statistical multiplexing, and d)

TC3: traditional BH services.

3.1.2. Heterogeneous Technologies

In order to fulfil the requirements associated to the

TCs introduced in Section 3.1.1, 5G-XHaul focuses on

developing novel programmability features on data plane

technologies. For example: 1) Flexibly allocating time

and frequency resources in high capacity, flexible optical

transport, 2) Dynamically turning off WDM-PON Optical

Network Unit (ONU) transceivers to save energy, or 3) Re-

configuring beam directions in mmWave nodes to enable

P2MP in the Small Cell wireless BH. Some of these

enabling technologies are briefly introduced below.

Optical Technologies: TSON, WDM-PON 5G optical

transport networks able to support converged FH and BH

services need to provide a high degree of flexibility both

in time and frequency domains. Adaptability, scalability,

energy efficiency and resilience are other requirements of

key importance.

A key enabler supporting the feasibility of this approach

is the adoption of a high capacity, flexible optical transport

comprising a combination of passive and active solutions.

PON solutions will be based on WDM-PONs, while active

solutions will adopt more flexible and dynamic WDM

technologies such as the Time-Shared Optical Network

(TSON).

A pictorial representation of the 5G-XHaul optical

transport is shown in Figure 3. TSON has already been

deployed at a European level network testbed to efficiently

4 Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2016; 00:1–8 c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and effectively demonstrate advanced backhauling capa-

bilities [14]. It is designed and implemented as a novel

frame-based, time multiplexing metro network solution,

offering dynamic connectivity with fine bandwidth gran-

ularity [15].

The TSON framework offers a very flexible optical

platform that supports sub-wavelength switching of 10G

Ethernet (10GE) frames, flexible length, programmable

frames varying from 64 ns to 25.6 us and variable bit rates

spanning from of 30Mbps up to 6Gbps. As TSON’s

operational characteristics can be dynamically modified,

varying service related requirements can be supported.

Parameters that can be dynamically modified in the current

TSON version include bit-rate, burst length, connectivity

type and QoS. Extensions planned to be developed in

the framework of 5G-XHaul will include also elastic

bandwidth allocation and more stringent synchronisation

capabilities.

In combination with the TSON technology described

above, a WDM-PON solution is designed to deliver the

point-to-point (P2P) connectivity between regional data

centers that host BBUs and the RUs, i.e. the RAN network,

and also able to provide BH connectivity from the BBU

to an Ethernet switch, as shown in Figure 4. Each WDM

channel is currently able to achieve bit rates up to 10Gbps,

over a transmission distance of 20 to 40 km.

Considering the wide variety of flows that will be

transported over the 5G-XHaul infrastructure, spanning

from small control flows to medium IP BH flows and large

Cloud-RAN FH flows, flexible addressing of individual

transport flows between different BBUs and ONUs is

required in the proposed system. In addition, flexible RAN

networks incorporating flexible centralisation strategies

also need to be orchestrated by the 5G-XHaul control

plane. In order to realize such a dynamicity in the

RAN deployment, an electrical or optical cross-connection

functionality between the BBU pool and the transceiver

array of the WDM-PON system is provided, such that the

traffic flow from each BBU can be flexibly assigned to any

desired RRH.

Wireless Technologies: mmWave, Sub-6 GHz Optical

fibre links are widely available in urban environments

but still their deployment is not fast enough to match

the sheer number of small cells required to serve the

upcoming demand in mobile data. The high deployment

cost of optical fibre will be alleviated in 5G-XHaul with

the use of mmWave communications for BH purposes. The

goal is to deliver high capacities – provide the potential

gigabit-per-second traffic demand for wireless transport

– using mmWave links operating in the 60GHz band.

In this context, it is important to exploit novel radio

signal processing methods in the PHY layer, demonstrating

that Line-of-Sight (LoS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS)

performance for mmWave systems can be enhanced.

In very dense RANs, multi-hop wireless topologies for

the BH are required where wireless links will transport

the aggregated traffic of several BSs. The idea is to

overcome the limitation imposed by static P2P links with

dynamic P2MP mmWave connectivity models. 5G-XHaul

will develop BF chipsets and design techniques to allow

dynamic and autonomic reconfiguration of the mmWave

BH, enabling the network management to control the

BF weights used at individual mmWave nodes. These

techniques will also allow the implementation of different

P2MP schemes over several mmWave nodes.

Antennas for P2MP wireless BH at 60GHz have to

be highly directive, with high gain enabling efficient BF

and easy integration with the BF chipset. Planar (printed)

antenna arrays are considered due to their small form

factor, good reproducibility and low cost. Phased antenna

arrays with patches or dipoles as basic antenna elements

are investigated, with the target to enable scanning in

both horizontal and vertical direction. Advantages and

limitations of both types are studied and the one with

better properties (gain and complexity) will be chosen for

implementation in the final demonstrator.

Sub-6 GHz technologies, such as IEEE 802.11ac, will

be considered as one of the key building blocks of the 5G-

XHaul wireless BH. The network-wide performance of the

Sub-6 GHz BH will be improved through the intelligent

orchestration of the individual BH elements. In 5G-XHaul,

the Sub-6 GHz wireless BH will be tightly coupled with

the mmWave BH in order to implement an intelligent

transport network. For example, traditional IP BH flows

could be transported through the Sub-6 GHz BH while

the mmWave BH is devoted to transport heavy Cloud-

RAN FH flows. Indeed, 5G-XHaul will consider deeper

levels of integration where the Sub-6 GHz BH will be

used to transport control plane information to configure the

mmWave transport.

3.2. 5G-XHaul Control Plane Overview

The 5G-XHaul control plane allows tenants – user of the

5G-XHaul transport system, which receives connectivity

services over the transport network as, e.g. virtual 5G

Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2016; 00:1–8 c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 5
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network operators – to define a transport slice specifying

how a set of distributed physical or tenant-specific

virtual functions are connected through the 5G-XHaul

infrastructure. In addition, the 5G-XHaul control plane

features a North Bound Interface (NBI) that allows tenants

to independently control the functions in their transport

slices.

In order to support concurrent per-tenant slices in

an efficient and scalable way, 5G-XHaul decouples

the per-tenant state from the transport-specific state.

Following architectural approaches that have been proven

to scale in data center environments [16], 5G-XHaul

keeps the per-slice state in an overlay composed of

edge devices, known as Edge Transport Nodes (ETNs),

and illustrated in Figure 5. Consequently, the underlay

transport infrastructure focuses on providing connectivity

between ETNs in a slice agnostic manner. This approach

does not only allow 5G-XHaul to scale, but it also allows

to integrate diverse transport technologies in the transport

underlay, which is key to enable an easy migration path

from legacy transport networks to a 5G-XHaul transport.

However, although being able to function with legacy

transport underlays, 5G-XHaul features native support for

a transport underlay based on an Ethernet-like datapath

and an SDN control plane. Specifically, to further improve

scalability and support for heterogeneous technologies,

5G-XHaul partitions the transport infrastructure in a

set of control plane areas, depicted as Tier-0 Areas

(T0-Area) in Figure 5, where transport devices within

each area are controlled by a corresponding Tier-0

Controller (T0-Ctrlr). Notice in Figure 5 how a T0-Area

consists of ETNs that connect per-tenant functions to

the 5G-XHaul infrastructure, Inter-Area Transport Nodes

(IATNs), which interconnect T0-Areas, and Transport

Nodes (TNs) connecting ETNs and IATNs within an area.

ETNs, TNs and IATNs are controlled by the corresponding

T0-Ctrlr using specific southbound interfaces (SBIs). The

control plane is organised hierarchically, whereby T0

controllers feature a NBI towards Tier 1 controllers (T1-

Ctrlr), which operate at a higher abstraction level, and,

among other functions, support forwarding at the inter-area

level. At the highest layer of the hierarchy, we can find the

top level controller offering the 5G-XHaul NBI to services

and other components of the 5G system.

Edge Transport Nodes (ETNs) ETNs maintain per-

slice state providing 5G-XHaul tenants the required

abstraction to operate on their slices. For this purpose, an

ETN features the internal components shown in Figure 6.

On the control plane, an ETN instantiates a logical

datapath for each tenant having functions connected to

that ETN. Logical datapaths receive high level control

policies from the tenant’s own control plane, and push

those policies to a local SDN controller in the ETN. The

local controller in the ETN implements the corresponding

per-tenant state by accordingly placing the rules on each

logical datapath. Introducing multi-tenancy support at this

last controller layer, which runs on the actual forwarding

TN TN TN TN TN

ETN
IA-TN

T0-Area 1 T0-Area 2

TN-adaptation

Per-tenant FIB

Local Ctrlr

Logical DP-
Tenant 1

Logical DP-
Tenant N

ETN

External Per 
tenant Hierarchical

Cache 
Slice 2

Slice 1

Figure 6. Detailed view of an ETN.

element, leaves intact the underlying performance-centric

multi-stage FIB architecture design that performs the

actual packet forwarding. Hence, a critical aspect in the

design of the ETN is the datapath delay introduced by the

per-tenant FIB. In order to minimize this delay, tenant-

specific rules are often evicted, resulting in a small number

of simultaneous rules hosted in the FIB. Consequently,

a hierarchical structure of rule caches is used to scale

up to a large number of rules coming from different

tenants. Finally, the per-tenant FIB matches tenant-specific

rules and inserts packets into transport-specific tunnels. A

Transport Network adaptation function is included in the

ETN that pushes the corresponding transport header before

injecting the packets into the transport network. In the

case of a native 5G-XHaul transport, the TN Adaptation

function injects an outer Ethernet header like the one used

in Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB) [17].

Transport Nodes (TNs) TNs provide connectivity

between ETNs and IATNs within a given T0-Area by

means of transport tunnels. Thus, TNs forward incoming

packets based on the corresponding tunnel identifiers,

which, in the case of the native 5G-XHaul transport

underlay, are defined based on a destination MAC address,

a transport specific VLAN, and the I-SID field identifying

a transport slice. The proposed Ethernet-based datapath is

designed to support a variety of forwarding paradigms such

as pinned down tunnels and source routing [18].

Inter Area Transport Nodes (IATNs) IATNs connect

together multiple T0-Areas, and, as depicted in Figure 6,

are functionally composed of a set of TNs, one for each

of the areas connected by that IATN, joined together by

an IATN specific control and data plane functions. In the

control plane, the IATN function conveys to the 5G-XHaul

control plane the T0-Areas that can be reached through

this IATN. In the data plane, the IATN translates transport

tunnel headers when adjacent areas connected by the IATN

feature different transport technologies.

3.2.1. 5G-XHaul QoS and TE framework

5G-XHaul considers a two level QoS framework. At

the underlay transport level, the four core transport classes

introduced in Section 3, are supported between ETNs

and IATNs within each area through the instantiation

of different transport tunnels for each class, which, for

example, allows to consider minimum delay paths for
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Figure 5. 5G-XHaul Control Plane architecture.

TC0 and TC1. In addition, within an ETN, and possibly

all nodes even including TNs, QoS functionalities are

included such as Priority or Weighted fair queueing (WFQ)

schedulers that allow to prioritize traffic injected at each

transport tunnel interface at the inter-slice and intra-slice

level.

Traffic Engineering (TE) functions at different

timescales are also supported by the hierarchical 5G-

XHaul control plane, where local and T0 controllers make

more dynamic TE decisions at short timescales while

higher tier controllers implement TE functions at longer

epochs. Examples of TE functions supported include

P2P and P2MP tunnel setup, load balancing between

alternative (equal cost) transport tunnels, resilience

through the establishment of backup tunnels, traffic

policing and shaping.

3.2.2. 5G-XHaul RAN-Transport Interface

A core function of the 5G-XHaul control plane is

the ability to interface with 4G or 5G RANs in order

to estimate spatio-temporal demand variations in the

RAN and allocate transport resources accordingly. For

this purpose, 5G-XHaul is developing several interfaces

that allow the exchange of information between transport

and RAN at different time scales. First, an interface

is considered between the upper tiers of the 5G-XHaul

control plane and the Mobility Management Entity (MME)

– or its 5G equivalent – of the Mobile Network in order

to monitor varying traffic demands at a macro scale (e.g.

by means of anonymised traces, such as number of users

per tracking area, or estimated weekly patterns), which aid

planning decisions in the transport network. Second, an

interface between a RAN controller and the T0 controller

is considered at shorter time scales that can be used to

optimize RAN transport coordination for handover or load

balancing purposes. Finally, a tightly coupled interface

between the RAN scheduler and the 5G-XHaul ETN is

considered to allow the RAN scheduler to quickly change

the point of attachment of a flow, which is a critical

feature in cell-less architectures considered for instance in

mmWave RANs [19].

4. 5G-XHAUL CONTRIBUTION TO
STANDARDS

5G-XHaul is well timed to help shape the transport

network definition within 5G standardisation. Early results

can be fed into the study phase of 5G definition, which

is currently underway in 3GPP, whilst partners can push

later findings into the normative specifications. The target

date for the first standards release by 3GPP is late 2020.

At the same time, work is ongoing to specify transport

technologies that are not necessarily targeted solely at

5G, for example in optical and microwave FH/BH, so the

project aims to contribute here also.

This project has identified a number of domains and

standardisation bodies therein where contributions can be

made. The functional architecture of the 5G RAN and CN

together with interfaces will be defined in 3GPP, guided

by NGMN and approved by the ITU-T. The sharing of

transport links for FH and BH, and the sharing of radio

links for access and BH, are examples of aspects where

the project can contribute. As described above, the project

will develop and demonstrate both wireless and optical

transport technologies, with outputs feeding into European

spectrum regulation, the latest IEEE 802.11 wireless

access (ay and ax), and WDM-PON developments in ITU-

T SG15 and FSAN. Finally, the 5G-XHaul control plane

exploits SDN, consequently OpenFlow extensions will be

submitted to the ONF, and extensions developed for the

OpenDayLight SDN controller used in the demonstration

will be fed back to the community.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5G infrastructures will not rely on a single RAT, but

will support heterogeneous technologies, including the

traditional 2G, 3G, 4G, as well as new 5G air interfaces,

WiFi solutions, etc. This variety of RATs and the targeted

applications have very diverse QoS requirements, need

to support different traffic models and rely on different

architectures. This paper provides the overall view of the

5G-XHaul transport network architecture, which is based

on the convergence of optical and wireless technologies for

serving future 5G RANs. This convergence also applies

to FH and BH networks. The main goal of a unified

convergent transport network is the reduction of cost.

This can be achieved by using the same infrastructure

to transport data from different functional splits and of

different RATs. The network allows dynamic adaption to

different traffic patterns and usage scenarios. A coherent

management is achieved by SDN functions in conjunction

with NFV.
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